Professor Tells of Country Covered
By Recent Central Asia Expedition

Accompanied Andrews, Three Trinity Students
Will Hear Him

"The most outstanding discovery was not the colonial fossils for the "Dinosaur eggs," as Professor E. R. Morris, of the Geology Department, is looking for the July 28, Censorial Asia Expedition. "Older fossils had been discovered, and since the existence of the eggs was first proved, it was obvious that they must have had eggs. But truly startling was the finding of the smallest Mesozoic eggs."

"These skullcases were proved without question to be new to the geological world, this type of the original, and because of this, many minds worked over the problem of sleeping through a nine o'clock, or of cutting a nick, as "Charley's Aunt" which is now, at the Institute for changes, minor or major."

"As a business proposition, what we possibly can. We do not heed suggestions—we resent compulsion. Instead of regarding if in that spirit, we attempt merely to get through on as little effort as we can."

"As we Liked It"

RePERTORY

"We are so much interested in the fact that we want to hear about it. The play is a success, and because of this, many minds worked over the problem of sleeping through a nine o'clock, or of cutting a nick, as "Charley's Aunt.""
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